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 TheoreticallyTheoretically  

    - No technology exists to compute theoretical  
  maximum precipitation values 

  - Historic storms are used as the basis for computing 
  maximum rainfall values 

  - Procedures are used to adjust the observed rainfall 
  from historic large rainfall events to determine 
  the “theoretical” maximum rainfall 

  - Meteorological computer models are providing 
  useful tools for evaluating orographic effects  

   = Spatial distribution are provided 

   = Not useful for determing upper limit  
   magnitudes 
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physically possiblephysically possible     
  
   

 - The PMP design storm must have characteristics 
 that can combine naturally to produce an 
 extreme rainfall storm  

 
 - Many worst case storm characteristics cannot           

 co-occur within an extreme rainfall storm 
 
 - Some historic PMP analyses have inappropriately 

 combined worst case storm characteristics 
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Probable Maximum Precipitation 
 Theoretical values 

 Evolution of PMP determination procedures 

 Differences in procedures used in current HMRs 

HMR 49 

HMR 51 

         HMR 55A 

         HMR 57 

         HMR 59 



HMR 49 
Southwest U.S. 

 Oldest of the current HMRs 

 Methods no longer used in any of the other HMR 

 Orographic methods not used in subsequent HMRs 

 No storm Depth-Area-Duration analyses 

 Ratios are used from point rainfall amounts  

 area sizes 

 durations 

 Very little actual storm data analyzed 

 



HMR 51 
Eastern 2/3 of the U.S. 

 No orographic procedures used 
 stippled regions 

 Maximum dew point climatology not 
representative of moisture feeding storms 

 Implicit influence of storms throughout large 
areas of domain not appropriate 
 Smethport, PA 

 Improper storm analyses 
 Smethport (1942), Yankeetown (1950), Alta Pass (1916) 

 Storm database outdated 
 Newest general storm: Hurricane Agnes 1972 
 New Midwest thunderstorm complex: Ritter, Iowa 1953 
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HMR 55A 
Continental Divide East to the 

Midwest Plains 

 Storm Separation Method (SSM) introduced 

 “Highly complex involving a number of subjective decisions” 

 Use of actual storm rainfall analysis data is not clear 

 



HMR 57 
Northwest U.S. 

 No working papers are available 

 Storm Separation Method used 

 Unclear how storm rainfall spatial and temporal data were 
used 

 Sea Surface Temperatures used to determine 
maximization and transposition factors 

 Many storm maximization factors can not be 
replicated, numerous errors/inconsistencies 

 



HMR 59 
California 

 No working papers are available 

 Storm Separation Method used 

 Use of storm rainfall data to derive PMP values is 
not presented 

 Results cannot be reproduced 

 Many errors/inconsistencies in storm 
maximization/transposition values found 

 



Method for Computing PMP Values 

 No physically based theoretical method (yet) 

 Observed extreme rainfall events are used 

 Standard procedures are applied to the storm 
rainfall 

 Primary steps 
 Storm Search 

 Identification of most significant storms 

 MaximizationMaximization procedures are applied 

 TranspositioningTranspositioning procedures are applied 

 EnvelopingEnveloping procedures are applied 





Updated Storm Search Locations 
Current through 2013 
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Use of a 
trajectory 
model 

 

 



Updated Maximum Dew Point Climatology Map 

 

 



Updated 2 Sigma SST Map 

 

 



Method for Computing PMP Values 
TranspositioningTranspositioning  

  

 The largest storms over a region are identified 

 The transposition region contains storm that are similar 

 Meteorologically 

 Climatologically 

 Topographically 

 The rainfall from each storm is adjusted to other parts of the 
region 

 

 The adjustment is the transpositioning factor 
 



Comparison of Within / Without Storm Average Curves for Different Study Regions
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          Area EnvelopingArea Enveloping  

  

  



          Duration EnvelopingDuration Enveloping  

  

  



Probable Maximum Precipitation 
 Generalized PMP values (HMRs) 

 Site-Specific PMP values 

     Regional 

  Statewide 

  Individual basins  



Examples of Site-Specific 
PMP Study Findings  

 Maximum Dew Point Temperature Climatology 

 Published 1968 NOAA Climatology 

 Combination of several analyses 

 Not well documented 

 Represented maximum observed values 

 New climatology can be produced 

 Long period of record of quality controlled data 

 Return frequencies can be computed 

 Climatologies of persisting and average values can be 
provided 

 



Updated Dew Point Climatologies 

 

 



Examples of Site-Specific 
PMP Study Findings  

 Homogeneous Climate Regions 

 Select storms 

 For each region 

 Transposition 

 Maximize 

 Envelop 
 



Statewide 
PMP Study 
Results  
vs HMR 51
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